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Soden et al., 2002 



SRM – using stratospheric aerosols 



From Caldeira and Wood (2008) 

Modelled effects: temp and precip 



Sea level rise 

Projected that SRM 
could significantly slow 
(but not stop) rising sea 
levels 



Storm intensity 

Complicated to model, but 
studies indicate that SRM 
use could ameliorate 
cyclones due to reduction in 
SST 



Effects on plant life and agriculture 

Many factors, 
many variables, 
much more 
research necessary 



“Models consistently suggest that SRM would generally reduce 
climate differences compared to a world with elevated GHG 
concentrations and no SRM; however, there would also be 
residual regional differences in climate (e.g., temperature and 
rainfall) when compared to a climate without elevated GHGs.” 
IPCC AR5, Working Group I, Chapter 7 

Modelled effects: summary 



Side effects? 

Effects on the 
ozone layer? 

Acid rain? 

Health effects? 

Unknown 
unknowns? 



Termination shock 

Ross & Matthews, 2009 

• Termination of (lots of) SRM 
would lead to a rapid warming 
 

• The rate of warming would be 
much greater than without SRM 
 

• More rapid warming means 
       less time for adaptation, which 
       means more damaging impacts  
       on ecosystems 



Socio-political concerns 

Research creates a 
slippery slope 
towards use of SRM? 

Moral hazard response  



Politics 



Why consider SRM at all??? 

There are some risks that mitigation just cannot treat 
• Long lifetime of CO2 leads to committed warming 
• What happens if Earth heads to 3C or worse?  
 

Some say that whatever the impacts, people can just adapt 
• Is this realistic? 

 
Speed of action is what makes SRM a potentially unique tool 

• Might therefore be able to reduce some climate 
impacts that mitigation and adaptation cannot 



The SRM Governance Initiative 
Building developing country capacity to participate 
in SRM discussion and research 



The DECIMALS fund 

Developing Country Impact Modelling Analysis for SRM 
 
• Research grants for 2-3 years 
• Local SRM impact analysis 
• S-N scientists pairings 
• Planning workshop for all grantees and collaborators 
• Support for publication, conference attendance and final 

stakeholder workshop 
 
Call for proposals to be circulated next month! 
 
 
 



Five main messages 
1. The world needs to be aggressive and optimistic with 

mitigation – SRM is not an alternative 
 

2. But it is the only known way to quickly stop temperatures 
rising  
 

3. Modelling consistently suggests that moderate use of SRM 
would significantly reduce climate risks, but the benefits 
would not be universal  
 

4. The world doesn’t behave exactly as models say it will, 
and there are many large uncertainties 
 

5. Social and political dimensions could prove much tougher 
than the physical ones 

 



Thank you!  



Effects on hydrology 

From Ferraro et al, 2013 

1. Not possible to entirely cancel both temperature & precipitation 
changes, but both can be improved simultaneously  
2. Therefore effects on global average precipitation are a choice 



Extremes of heat and 
precipitation 

Effective at reducing 
temperatures in general and 
therefore extreme heat 
events 


